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Abstract The coding of olfactory stimuli across a wide
range of organisms may rely on fundamentally similar
mechanisms in which a complement of specific odorant
receptors on olfactory sensory neurons respond differen-
tially to airborne chemicals to initiate the process by which
specific odors are perceived. The question that we address
in this review is the role of specific neurons in mediating
this sensory system—an identity code—relative to the role
that temporally specific responses across many neurons
play in producing an olfactory perception—a temporal
code. While information coded in specific neurons may be
converted into a temporal code, it is also possible that
temporal codes exist in the absence of response specificity
for any particular neuron or subset of neurons. We review
the data supporting these ideas, and we discuss the research
perspectives that could help to reveal the mechanisms by
which odorants become perceptions.
Keywords Olfactory coding  Identity code 
Temporal code  Odor perception  Sensory coding
Introduction
In his seminal electrophysiological studies of olfactory
bulb neurons, Adrian [1] recognized that odorants evoked
both spatial and temporal patterns of neural activity, and he
speculated that information relevant to odor perception
might be contained in either or both types of pattern. In the
following decades, the combined ‘‘spatiotemporal’’ nature
of the neural coding of odor perceptions was widely
assumed, and while individual researchers characterized
both types of response patterns, they did not actually pro-
vide a model to explain the relationships between these
patterns and odor perception.
Recently, many publications have described separate
lines of research involving either spatial or temporal pat-
terns of olfactory response. For example, well-
characterized spatially distinct patterns of activity are
evoked reliably by numerous odorants in the glomerular
layer of the rat (Rattus norvegicus) olfactory bulb, where
activity occurs in functional domains responding to par-
ticular aspects of odorant chemistry [2, 3]. Moreover, the
overall glomerular response patterns accurately predict
odor perceptions without any reference to temporal activity
patterns [4]. These findings, as well as similar findings in
zebrafish (Danio danio), catfish (Ictalurus punctatus and
Ameiurus nebulosus), fruit flies (Drosophila melanogas-
ter), and honeybees (Apis mellifera) [5–11], have led to the
suggestion that the identity of the activated neurons might
carry the bulk of the information about perceived odor [3].
A parallel development in the field of olfactory coding has
involved mathematical analyses of the temporal aspects of
neural activity, and these studies have led to models of
odor coding that are based on temporal patterns of activity
within highly distributed neural ensembles. Although the
identity of the neurons displaying the complex temporal
patterns is considered, the models do not include any
special involvement of particular neurons in the system to
encode information about any given odor [12–15].
Is it possible to include both the identity/spatial coding
and temporal coding notions of olfactory processing into
a common framework, given that researchers working
with either model typically make no more than a passing
reference to the other? Is there a transformation of
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information from specific activated neurons at one level of
processing to specific temporal patterns that convey the
information required for perception at a higher level of
processing? Or are the temporal patterns simply an epi-
phenomenon that accompanies the spatially distinct
responses within the olfactory system?
Spatial patterns of activity across glomeruli
Rodents
There is a consensus that individual olfactory sensory
neurons in rodents express one type of odorant receptor and
that neurons expressing the same type exist within broad
zones along the nasal epithelium [16–18]. Figure 1 dia-
grams the general organization of both the vertebrate and
invertebrate olfactory systems. The axons of the homolo-
gous sensory neurons converge in their projections into
glomeruli of the olfactory bulb of the brain [19, 20], and
each glomerulus appears to receive projections only from
sensory neurons expressing the same receptor [21], so that
a representation of the activity levels of all glomeruli
should allow a read-out of the activation of the full com-
plement of receptors.
Shepherd et al. [22] first used the 2-deoxyglucose
technique to reveal a map of differential responsiveness to
odorants at the level of the glomerular layer in rats. We
have continued this work by constructing average maps of
activity levels across the entire glomerular layer after
exposing different groups of rats to one of a large battery of
monomolecular odorants that include both systematically
related chemicals and chemically diverse compounds [3]
(http://leonserver.bio.uci.edu). We found that chemically
distinct odorants stimulate different glomeruli, thereby
producing very different spatial activity patterns. On the
other hand, odorants sharing molecular features such as
functional groups, hydrocarbon structures, and/or overall
properties such as water solubility, tend to stimulate
overlapping sets of glomeruli. As a result of these overlaps,
the glomerular layer can be partitioned into separate
domains responding to odorants with particular molecular
features [3] (Fig. 2). Some of these domains contain a finer
organization, wherein odorants that are most similar in
molecular length stimulate glomeruli that are located
nearest one another in the domain [23–25]. This nearest-
neighbor patterning, together with the strong lateral
inhibitory networks between glomeruli and mitral cell
bulbar projection neurons [26, 27], offers an anatomical
foundation for sharpening the responses of mitral cells
[28]. The response sharpening also would have the effect of
decorrelating the responses of mitral cells emanating from
neighboring glomeruli with overlapping specificity. These
data support the idea of an identity code for odor quality in
which the identity of specific activated neurons is critical
for processing the signal for odor quality. The systematic
organization of the responses within the identified domains
gives some support to the possibility that the actual spatial
organization also plays a role in olfactory processing.
Importantly, quantitative similarities between spatial
patterns of activity measured across the entire glomerular
layer accurately predict similarities in perceived odors.
This predictive relationship has been found using a variety
of behavioral tests of perception, including cross-habitua-
tion of spontaneous responses to novel odors [29–31],
numbers of trials needed to learn a discrimination between
two odors [32, 33], and the number of errors committed in
a five-odorant confusion matrix after extensive training
with each odor [4] (Fig. 3). The predictive nature of the
spatially distinct patterns for odor-guided behavior evoked
Fig. 1 This diagram shows the organization of the vertebrate and
invertebrate olfactory systems. The olfactory sensory neurons express
different olfactory receptors and homogeneous sensory neurons
cluster in specific glomeruli. Second-order neurons then project to
higher brain centers
Fig. 2 The glomerular layer of the rat olfactory bulb is organized into
domains containing clusters of glomeruli that respond best to odorants
sharing molecular features or overall molecular properties as shown.
The diagram is a summary of our results using the 2DG technique [3].
The lateral aspect of the olfactory bulb is shown. A similar
organization is present on the medial surface of the bulb. Arrows
indicate chemotopic progressions within three domains, where
odorants of increasing molecular length activate progressively ventral
glomeruli. This figure is modified from [3]
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by odorants provides clear support for the importance of
the identity of specific neurons underlying olfactory
processing.
Spatial representations of odorants in simpler olfactory
systems
Because most of the systematic analysis related to temporal
coding of odor information has been conducted on olfac-
tory systems in insects and fish, it is useful to compare the
organization of glomerular responses in these types of
animals to those for rodents. In contrast to the more than
1,000 different functional receptors in rats and mice (Mus
musculus) [18, 34], honeybees have about 160 receptors
[35], zebrafish possess about 140 receptors [36], and fruit
flies have about 60 receptors [37, 38]. Just as in rodents,
distinct species-typical patterns of glomerular activity are
evoked by distinct odorants in fruit flies, honeybees, and
zebrafish [5, 6, 9, 10]. The homologous nature of the
sensory neuron input to each glomerulus has been shown in
fruit flies [38].
In zebrafish and catfish, amino acids activate clusters of
glomeruli that are spatially separated from other sets of
glomeruli responding to other broad odorant chemical
classes such as bile acids and nucleic acids [5, 6, 39], but
the number of domains appears to be smaller in fish, and
there is little evidence for a finer organization that would
establish more detailed nearest-neighbor relationships
between glomeruli within the domains [5, 6]. In honeybees
and fruit flies [9, 40], there is no clear domain organization
with respect to odorant chemical structure for those odor-
ants that have been studied. The clustering of responses to
related chemicals into spatial domains that is observed in
rat olfactory bulbs may reflect both a larger number of
odorant receptors in that species and an evolutionary
expedience to shorten the connections necessary for opti-
mal decorrelation of responses by lateral inhibition. In
insects, the corresponding structures may be small enough
that this anatomical organization is not required. Indeed,
there is evidence that differences in activity between pro-
jection neurons and their associated glomeruli in
honeybees arise through inhibition by non-neighboring
projection neurons that have related specificity [41]. Thus,
the same functional principle may be served in honeybees
and mammals, even though the anatomical organization is
different. On the other hand, the absence of response
clustering in honeybees and fruit flies may simply indicate
species-specific differences in organization, given that
moth antennal lobes contain distinct zones that respond to
different odorant chemical classes [42].
In catfish, a chemotopic map is preserved from the
glomerular layer to the mitral cell layer and also is
observed in forebrain targets of the mitral cell projections
[39, 43]. Unlike the observations in rats, catfish cortical
neurons can be identified that respond to certain classes of
amino acid odorants with a specificity that is very similar to
that of bulbar projection neurons or even olfactory sensory
neurons, both in terms of those odorants that are excitatory
and those that are inhibitory, a finding that raises the
possibility of a ‘‘labeled line’’ for information about some
odorants in this species [7, 39, 43–46].
In agreement with what has been observed for rats,
spatial patterns of activity in the honeybee antennal lobe
accurately predict perceptions of odor as measured by the
degree of generalization of a conditioned proboscis
extension response [11]. Similar to the data that have been
reported for rats, zebrafish and catfish have difficulties
discriminating amino acid odorants that evoke very similar
spatial patterns of activity in the zebrafish olfactory bulb
[8]. In all of these species, the pattern of activity evoked by
specific olfactory sensory neurons predicted the olfactory
perception accurately, and these data therefore provide
strong support for an identity code for odor quality.
Studies on the representation of odorant chemistry
generally focus on monomolecular odorants, but olfactory
systems are presented with complex odorant mixtures as
their predominant stimuli. In invertebrates, the presence of
multiple odorants in a mixture can result in interactions at
many levels, and that has been elegantly demonstrated by
reconstructing the responses of the lobster olfactory system
Fig. 3 Relative similarities in spatial patterns of glomerular layer
activity are predictive of relative similarities in odors perceived by
rats. Patterns of activity were measured using 2DG uptake, and
perceptual similarities were measured using a five-odorant confusion
matrix [4]. Relationships among both the patterns and the perceptions
were visualized using multidimensional scaling. The perceptual data
were reliably predictive across five separate animals as indicated by
the standard errors. This figure is modified from [4]
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to natural food stimuli [47]. Similar results for food-related
mixtures have been obtained for catfish [48], and inhibitory
interactions between odorants in arbitrary mixtures also
were observed during optical imaging of calcium responses
in honeybee and Drosophila glomeruli [49, 50]. Surpris-
ingly, a few recent studies have reported that glomerular
responses on the dorsal surface of the anesthetized rodent
bulb can be predicted from responses to monomolecular
components [51–53]. However, assessments of glomerular
activity over the whole bulb in conscious rats have indi-
cated that mixture interactions may be common in
mammals as well [54, 55]. It remains to be determined to
what extent an understanding of these mixture interactions
will inform our thinking about various proposed mecha-
nisms of odor coding.
Transformation of olfactory information
beyond the glomeruli
The fact that glomerular activity patterns predict perceptual
relationships may indicate that the method of response
mapping has successfully captured the bulk of the infor-
mation about the stimulus that is coming into the system. If
one has measured the relative levels of stimulation of all of
the odorant receptors, one may in fact have all of the
external information available to the nervous system to
establish an odor perception. The predictive power of the
spatial pattern of activity, however, does not necessarily
indicate a mechanism through which odor information is
then extracted. Indeed, the glomerular activity pattern may
have more information than is available to higher levels of
the olfactory system given that the discrete information
about odorant chemistry that also is present at the level of
the glomerular activation pattern does not appear to be
fully available at higher levels of processing. The presence
of an activity map related to odorant chemistry in the
glomerular layer probably reflects the transformation of
information about molecular features of odorants by way of
spatial relationships that tune or decorrelate mitral cell
responses to closely related odorants that are not well
discriminated by individual odorant receptor proteins.
Thus, the glomerular activity maps themselves probably do
not constitute a code, but rather are a first step in the
processing of odorants.
Because quantitative activity maps show a much greater
response in some glomeruli than in others, the identity of
the most active cells might convey considerable informa-
tion. This information appears to be largely intact in the
output cells of the bulb, the mitral cells, as judged by
correlated 2DG responses in deeper layers that are post-
synaptic to the mitral cells [23, 56], by the pattern of
expression of immediate genes [57], by optical recording of
postsynaptic responses in several species [9, 58, 59], as
well as by physiological recordings from mitral cells either
in regions of 2DG uptake [60, 61], or from neurons ema-
nating from glomeruli that are known to be activated by
optical imaging [62, 63].
In rodents, convergence of projections from many mitral
cells in widely distributed bulbar locations onto any given
pyramidal cell in the olfactory cortex may cause much of
the information that is segregated in the bulb to be com-
bined in the cortex [64]. Studies on the cortical projections
of small numbers of mitral cells suggest a patchy, rather
than a homogeneous connection, which might cause
pyramidal cells to become more activated by certain
combinations of mitral cell responses than by other com-
binations [65–67]. Thus, there may be either combinations
of odorants in certain mixtures, or combinations of
molecular features in certain individual odorant chemicals,
that can produce a particular cortical response. Odorant-
evoked activity patterns measured by Fos-like immuno-
histochemistry in the anterior olfactory cortex showed
widespread but patchy labeling that is fully consistent with
the anatomical projections to the olfactory cortex [68, 69].
Responses recorded using electrophysiology in cortex also
suggest a broader responsiveness of pyramidal cells than
mitral cells [70, 71], although cross-habituation studies
establish that the cortical response to each odorant can be
even more narrowly tuned with respect to fine-scale dif-
ferences in odorant chemistry than is the mitral cell
response [72]. In cross-habituation studies, the investigator
takes advantage of spontaneous responses to novel odor-
ants. As an odor becomes less and less novel upon repeated
presentation, the response decreases, and when a second
odorant is introduced, the response resumes only if the odor
is regarded differently from the first odorant.
In considering the specificity of the primary output
neurons at the first stage of central olfactory processing
(mitral cells or antennal lobe projection neurons), it is
important first to define what comprises a meaningful
response in these cells, and we would argue that the sig-
nificance of a response should be determined by what the
nervous system uses for the behaviorally relevant pro-
cessing of olfactory information. In studies of temporal
response patterns, projection neurons or mitral cells are
recorded without knowing whether their dendrites are
present in highly activated glomeruli or in glomeruli that
do not respond differentially to the odorant. Although
nearly all of the recorded neurons may change their activity
in response to odorants, many respond after a long delay,
and the change in their activity often involves phases of
suppressed firing [73–77], response patterns that may be
more likely observed for the neurons that extend dendrites
into nonresponsive or poorly responsive glomeruli. If all of
these changes in activity were lumped together when
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considering the odorant signal, then the high degree of
specificity reflected in various glomerular imaging studies
would appear to have been lost by the second-order neu-
rons that report olfactory information to higher regions. On
the other hand, if mitral cells associated with the most
active glomeruli were monitored, it is possible that the
coordinated early responses in this limited set of cells
would contain the behaviorally significant information.
Although there is some temporal patterning of glomer-
ular activity in the dorsal part of the mouse olfactory bulb,
as revealed by optical recording techniques [78, 79], there
are strong indications that most of the temporal patterning
of mitral cell and projection neuron responses arises as a
result of synaptic interactions within and between glome-
ruli and their associated projection neurons [26, 27, 58, 80,
81]. Indeed, the feedback and feedforward connections
within the vertebrate olfactory bulb inevitably result in
temporal patterning of activity involving large parts of the
structure [82]. Because these same circuits may mediate
the tuning of output responses to similar odorants, the
existence of temporal patterning of projection neuron
action potentials is not itself evidence for the use of tem-
poral information in odor processing. Indeed, the temporal
patterns conceivably could arise as an epiphenomenon of
lateral inhibition without containing any information that is
actually used by the animal.
Research into the possible temporal processing of
olfactory information has investigated two broad categories
of odorant-linked temporal patterning of activity, namely:
(1) oscillatory responses and (2) slow temporal patterning
of responses. We will discuss each type of temporal pat-
terning in the following section.
Temporal patterning of olfactory responses
Oscillatory responses
Odors induce periodic activity in the olfactory nervous
systems of many species, including a mollusk (Limax max-
imus) [83], the locust form of the American bird grasshopper
(Schistocerca americana) [84], a moth (Manduca sexta)
[85], honeybees [86], zebrafish [87], and rodents [88]; it
therefore has been implied that these oscillations are of
fundamental importance to olfactory information processing
[15, 89, 90]. However, it should be noted that oscillations are
not observed in fruit flies [91] despite their robust olfactory
behaviors [92, 93]. High-frequency oscillations also have
not been observed in very young rats [94], which display
odor-guided approach and avoidance behaviors [95, 96], as
well as learning and memory of odorant discriminations that
are similar to adults [96]. The presence of an entire reper-
toire of odor-guided behaviors in the absence of oscillations
clearly indicates that these oscillations are not required for
the behaviorally guided olfactory responses that have been
studied. Finally, the first presentations of an odorant do not
evoke oscillations in any of the species that have been
studied. Rather, the odorants must be presented repeatedly in
a certain rhythm to prime the oscillations [97, 98], and while
most of the oscillation research entirely ignores the initial
responses to any odorant, we are not aware of any behavioral
data that would justify this omission of these data in an
analysis of odor information processing. To the contrary, as
we will discuss later in this review, behavioral responses to
odorants occur rapidly after their initial presentation. Much
of this work has been done with the locust, but there has been
no demonstration that locusts actually ignore the first contact
with odorants in favor of later stimuli, although it has been
speculated that the repeated olfactory stimulation might not
be perceived initially, but would somehow prepare the ani-
mals to respond to odorants reliably present in the
environment [98]. At the same time, it seems highly unlikely
that a flying insect that requires rapid responses to olfactory
cues to be able to move up a patchy odorant plume would be
insensitive to odorants during initial transient exposures to
these critical cues.
The oscillations in local field potential that have been
measured in the mushroom body of locusts are caused by
the synchronized firing of antennal lobe projection neurons,
whose projections terminate onto Kenyon cells in the
mushroom body [84]. Upon odorant presentation, individ-
ual antennal lobe neurons contribute spikes to particular
cycles of the oscillation, but reliably do not fire during
other cycles [77]. Antennal lobe neurons also project to
neurons of the lateral horn, causing oscillations in this
adjacent structure in the protocerebrum [99]. The lateral
horn neurons then relay out-of-phase inhibition onto the
Kenyon cells, thereby effecting a temporal sharpening of
the responses in these cells, resetting their responses every
50 ms, and helping to insure that each Kenyon cell
responds to a more limited set of odorants than does a
typical antennal lobe projection neuron [99].
In both locusts and honeybees, the mushroom body
oscillations can be blocked by the presence of the GABA
receptor antagonist picrotoxin in the antennal lobe, show-
ing the importance of inhibitory synapses between local
interneurons and projection neurons in the antennal lobe in
generating the oscillations [100, 101]. When picrotoxin
was applied to the honeybee antennal lobe to block oscil-
lations during conditioning of a proboscis extension
response to the alcohol 1-hexanol, the treated bees later
showed generalization by also responding to another
alcohol, 1-octanol, a pattern of behavior that did not occur
for untreated bees [101]. However, the picrotoxin-treated
honeybees successfully discriminated 1-hexanol from
geraniol, a longer, branched, double-bonded primary
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alcohol. Another study showed that picrotoxin also caused
generalization from 1-hexanol to 1-octanol when applied
during the retrieval phase of the same task [102], and the
retrieval effect recently has been extended to the moth M.
sexta using 2-octanone and 2-hexanone as similar odorants
and either picrotoxin or bicuculline methyliodide as the
GABA antagonist [103]. Since treated bees continued to
detect and respond appropriately and differentially to the
conditioned odorant, the data clearly eliminate oscillations
as critical mechanisms for either odor detection or odor
quality perception. In addition, because GABA receptor
antagonists can reduce olfactory sharpening either by
eliminating lateral inhibition or oscillations [58], their
effect on discrimination cannot be conclusively attributed
to either mechanism to the exclusion of the other. In fact,
reduced lateral inhibition would likely increase the number
of neurons activated by both 1-octanol and 1-hexanol, a
finding that may be relevant to the observed generalization
in the picrotoxin-treated bees. One possibility is that when
conditioning occurred in the presence of picrotoxin in the
antennal lobe, 1-hexanol could have stimulated a larger set
of projection neurons than in untreated bees, including
some of those neurons that would have responded to
1-octanol in untreated bees. The synapses involved in the
representation of 1-octanol therefore would have been
strengthened during the conditioning to 1-hexanol. When
memory was later tested in the treated bees, 1-octanol
would be expected to lead to a greater response than it did
in untreated bees. Similarly, when picrotoxin was applied
during retrieval, 1-octanol would be expected to stimulate a
greater number of projection neurons than it would have in
untreated bees, including some of those neurons that would
have responded to 1-hexanol in untreated bees. Because the
conditioning already would have strengthened the synapses
involved in the 1-hexanol response, 1-octanol would be
expected to give a greater response than in untreated bees.
When moths were trained explicitly to discriminate odorant
pairs, they could continue to distinguish closely related
odorants at high concentrations even during GABA
receptor blockade [90], a finding consistent with the
oscillation-free model, given the expectation that only the
differential responses to the two odorants would be
strengthened during the initial training, and that these dif-
ferential responses should be maintained during treatment.
Correlations between olfactory bulb or olfactory cortex
oscillations and olfactory performance have been noted in
rats [104–107], and these findings can be explained as
relationships between oscillations and top-down mediation
of olfactory system activity due to arousal, attention, frus-
tration, or stress, rather than relationships between
oscillations and odor quality. For example, olfactory
bulb gamma oscillations increase over repeated odorant
presentations after the learning of difficult, but not easy,
two-odorant alternative choice tasks [104]. However, while
the oscillations do not occur during the early trials of each
testing session, the animals consistently perform accurately
in these early trials, even for difficult discriminations,
showing that the increased oscillations are not needed for
the initial differential perception of the odors [104].
Transgenic mice lacking certain GABA receptors on gran-
ule cell inhibitory neurons in the bulb exhibited increased
oscillations and also discriminated closely related odorants
better than did wild-type controls [108]. However, the likely
corresponding increase in lateral inhibition of mitral cells
following this decreased inhibition of granule cells would
be expected to limit the responsiveness of individual mitral
cells to fewer odorants [28], a possibility that might underlie
the enhanced odorant discrimination.
Electrical stimulation of the olfactory bulb can generate
both gamma oscillations in olfactory cortex and behaviors
related to odor perception, but higher levels of stimulation
are required to achieve evidence of odor perception than
are needed to elicit oscillations, thereby showing that the
presence of evoked oscillations can be unlinked from odor
quality perception [109]. These data suggest that olfactory
system oscillations, or the temporal patterns of response in
specific neurons that they may reflect, have not been shown
to play a critical role in mediating initial olfactory
perception.
Slow temporal patterning of responses
The temporal patterns of action potentials and periods of
silence are reasonably reliable for the same mitral cell or
antennal lobe projection neuron upon repeated presenta-
tions of the same odorant, and these temporal patterns
differ for different odorants and different neurons [74, 77,
110–113]. Because of the reliable differences in temporal
patterns evoked by different odorants, it has been proposed
that odor quality information might be contained in these
slow temporal patterns.
In locusts, the temporal patterns of projection neuron
responses typically extend for several seconds, even when
the odorant stimulus is presented only as a brief pulse, and
although responses continue during the entire duration of a
sustained 10-s odorant stimulus, more dramatic and odor-
ant-specific changes occur during 2-s periods after the
onset and the offset of the stimulus pulse [114]. In zebra-
fish, chemically similar amino acids evoke correlated
temporal activity patterns across an ensemble of mitral
cells early, but not later in the response, whereas more
chemically dissimilar amino acids evoked correlated tem-
poral patterns only later in the response, and it was
suggested that the later time points could be used to dis-
criminate between odorants that would be classified
together on the basis of chemistry during the early portions
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of the response [112, 115]. A separate consideration of late
mitral cell responses that are synchronized with the local
field potential, compared to late responses that are not
synchronized, also was suggested as a means to classify
and discriminate responses simultaneously [116].
Multivariate mathematical analyses involving ensem-
bles of zebrafish mitral cells and locust projection neurons
have suggested that the theoretical information content of
these responses can be increased by considering changes in
response over time [112, 114–119]. Classification tests also
were used in these studies, wherein the response to an
unknown odorant was represented as a time series of the
activity of an ensemble of neurons and was compared to
investigator-generated templates based on average recor-
ded responses during other odorant presentations that also
were comprised by time series of activity. For example,
activity at 400 ms for the unknown odorant was compared
to activity at 400 ms for a known odorant template, and the
unknown odorant activity at 1,000 ms was compared to the
known odorant template activity at 1,000 ms. Odorants
could be correctly classified computationally with this
temporally matched information, especially at later time
points [112, 114–119].
Although such analyses have established the theoretical
possibility of ‘‘information content’’ in slowly developing
temporal activity patterns, there are important problems
with accepting these models as a biological explanation for
how odorant stimuli evoke perceptions of odor. We will
present a list of these issues and then discuss each issue in
detail. First, behavioral data are better predicted by a
simpler analysis of the identity of activated neurons than by
an analysis of temporal activity patterns. Second, behav-
ioral data from several species show that animals can
detect, discriminate, and respond to odorants before most
of the described temporal patterns are established, sug-
gesting that much or all of what we think of as odor coding
cannot be explained by these slow processes. Third, the
oscillatory mechanisms that have been investigated in the
mushroom bodies of locusts allow odorant processing for
only brief intervals, preventing any readout of an ongoing,
slow temporal progression in the antennal lobe. Fourth, a
mechanism for matching incoming odorant information
with stored information about temporal activity patterns for
numerous learned odorants has not been reported. Finally,
different temporal patterns of electrical microstimulation
are not discriminated under conditions where different
spatial patterns are discriminated.
Behavioral predictions
To our knowledge, no behavioral study of odor perception
has been published on the locust, the species on which
much of this work has been done, although these insects
appear to respond differentially to odorants [120]. The
few specific perceptual predictions that have been based
on the analysis of odorant-evoked temporal patterns in
this species therefore remain untested. In zebrafish,
responses to chemically related odorants are described as
becoming decorrelated from each other late in the tem-
poral progression of the activity patterns [112, 115], and
yet behavioral tests show that zebrafish and catfish typi-
cally do not distinguish the odors of these amino acids,
but instead respond in a manner predicted by the initial,
overlapping glomerular activity patterns [8]. In fact, the
mathematical analyses of electrophysiological data from
zebrafish show new correlations involving responses to
chemically dissimilar amino acids arising later in the
temporal progression [112, 115], and yet there are no
behavioral data showing that zebrafish show new per-
ceptual generalizations with prolonged odorant sampling.
Honeybees respond effectively in behavioral tasks
involving the entirely natural presentation of odorants for
sustained periods [101, 102, 121], an observation that
calls into question the relevance of analyses that conclude
that there is a greater difference between activity patterns
during the dynamic transients occurring at odorant onset
and offset [114]. On the other hand, the relative levels of
stimulation of antennal lobe glomeruli accurately predict
the patterns of generalization between odorants in hon-
eybees [11].
Temporal constraints on temporal coding
In contrast to the relatively slow development of temporal
activity patterns in the olfactory system over the course of
several seconds, it is now clear that many animals can
detect, process, and respond appropriately and differen-
tially to odorants in a few hundred milliseconds. Any use of
temporal information for these tasks must be limited to
only a portion of the time taken by the entire task, given the
time taken for odorant detection in the nose and the time
for the motor component of the response. For example,
mice can respond differentially to odorants within
*200 ms when performing a well-learned, easy, go/no-go
two-odorant discrimination task, although they choose to
spend up to 300–500 ms for very difficult tasks involving
discrimination between either binary mixtures containing
the same components in similar ratios or two similar con-
centrations of the same odorant [122]. Rats also take about
200 ms to sample, and then about 300 ms to respond to
odorants in a well-learned two-odorant alternative choice
discrimination task, independently of the difficulty of the
task [123]. Spontaneous sampling times of *260 ms,
independent of task difficulty, were confirmed in mice
performing a two-odorant alternative choice, although
artificially imposing longer sampling times up to *600 ms
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increased the accuracy of their performance [124]. The fact
that mice do not choose to take full advantage of the longer
sampling times on their own suggests that these experi-
ments may be using a somewhat contrived set of conditions
to demonstrate the value of increased processing time.
Furthermore, the increases in sampling time for difficult
tasks and the increase in accuracy with time in these tasks
may not even involve the progressions in temporal patterns
of activity in the mitral cells. Cortical responses begin well
before additional sampling improves performance [70], and
cognitive processing of odorant information independent
from ongoing activity in the olfactory bulb seems quite
likely during that initial sampling period. Also, these time-
dependent tasks involve extremely fine discriminations of
odorant mixtures (e.g., discriminating a 55:45 mixture from
a 45:55 mixture) that are extraordinarily difficult to learn
and perform, involving thousands of trials to establish
[122–124]. Thus, the tasks may not reflect the kinds of
olfactory information processing that these animals typi-
cally would use in the wild, for which the shorter
processing times likely would be adequate. Indeed, spon-
taneous respiratory responses to a novel odorant following
habituation to another odorant occur within 140 ms of
inhaling the odorant, demonstrating that rapid olfactory
processing occurs even for odorants that have not been
learned [125].
A male housefly chasing a female can execute a cor-
rective turn within 40 ms after a course deviation by its
target [126], and this rotational stabilization reflex is
directly activated by odor cues [127]. These data demon-
strate the capacity for a remarkably brief minimum
processing time for olfactory cues in an insect.
On the other hand, the gradual declustering of ran-
domly recorded mitral cell responses in zebrafish reaches
a maximum after 800 ms following odorant onset [112].
It is not known whether zebrafish are better able to sense
or respond differentially to odorants after that time or
whether their perceptions are in fact rapid and stable, with
little involvement of prolonged responses. Locusts
respond to some odorants with an oscillatory response
only after about a second [84], and they have an oscil-
latory response to other odorants only upon a second
presentation [97], a response delay that would suggest
even slower perception if these oscillations were critical
for odor perception.
Given the knowledge of fast olfactory perception, it
seems particularly important to determine the minimum
time needed for perception in both locusts and zebrafish
to evaluate the utility of any slow temporal response
pattern in the mechanisms underlying those perceptions.
Clearly, neural responses that occur after the perception
occurs can have no critical role in eliciting that
perception.
Periodic re-setting of responses in secondary neurons
The antennal lobe projection neurons in insects that display
the slow temporal activity patterns project to Kenyon cell
secondary neurons in the mushroom bodies, as well as to
neurons in the lateral horn. In the locust, Kenyon cells
respond to far fewer odorants than do the antennal lobe
projection neurons, and these responses are confined to
only a fraction of the time involved in the slow temporal
patterns due to a periodic inhibition relayed into the
mushroom bodies every 50 ms by oscillating neurons in the
lateral horn [99] and due to inhibition by mushroom body
recurrent interneurons [128]. A similar narrowing of the
temporal window for Kenyon cell responses has been
found using calcium imaging in honeybees, where the
responses occur within the first 200 ms and have entirely
ceased by 600 ms [128]. Given this transformation of
activity into brief phasic responses, there is no reason to
believe that a mechanism exists by which information in
the slow temporal patterns can be read by neurons at higher
stages of processing.
Mechanism for playback of stored information?
In addition to the physiological evidence for regular
interruptions during the read-in of slow odorant-evoked
temporal activity patterns, there also are difficulties with
the eventual read-out of information represented as a stored
temporal pattern. Classification tests that have been used to
buttress models of temporal coding of odor quality gener-
ally match an incoming temporal pattern of activity with a
set of experimenter-generated template patterns on a time
bin-by-time bin basis [114, 115, 117–119]. If such classi-
fication tests are meant to be biologically relevant, then
each odorant presentation must be accompanied in the
olfactory system by simultaneous, synchronized neural
playbacks of stored information from memory about all
possible corresponding odorants. However, no evidence
has been provided for such a process in any olfactory
system. Moreover, it is not clear how such information
would be stored by neurons, how the patterns would be
synchronized with the odorant stimulus and response, and
where in the olfactory brain the comparisons would be
made.
Microstimulation experiments do not reveal a temporal
dimension
An elegant approach to determining the relative importance
of neural identity or temporal representations of olfactory
information involved microstimulation of the rat olfactory
bulb using arrays of electrodes and different spatial or
temporal patterns of stimuli. Rats began sniffing in the
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direction of the air flow when their bulbs were stimulated,
consistent with their perceiving a novel odorant, and the
electrical stimulus could replace an odorant stimulus in
toxicosis conditioning [129, 130]. The rats also could be
taught to discriminate between electrical stimulation in
different locations within the glomerular layer as if the
different locations evoked the perception of different odors,
and the difficulty of learning the discrimination was
inversely correlated both with physical distance between
the positively and negatively associated electrodes and
with the degree of overlap of stimulated electrodes in the
arrays [131]. These results demonstrate the importance of
the identity of the stimulated neurons in olfactory percep-
tion without any difference in the temporal aspects of the
stimulation. However, the rats did not learn to discriminate
between the stimulation of the same sets of electrodes at
different times during the respiration cycle [132]. The fact
that rats could not discriminate between clear differences in
temporal patterns of stimulation argues against the impor-
tance of a temporal code for olfaction as it is presently
conceived.
An alternative explanation for the presence of the slow
temporal patterns is that they are background responses
that are recorded from randomly selected neurons, whereas
other neurons that are highly activated elsewhere in the
system rapidly carry the coded information. Background
responses would be expected to vary in response time as a
function of their distance from the highly activated neu-
rons, thereby giving the impression of carrying temporal
information regarding the odorant cues.
Ensemble coding of olfactory information?
The slow temporal patterns of activity evoked by odorants
in mitral cells and projection neurons change greatly with
the concentration of a single odorant in many species [75,
76, 110, 111, 117]. The perception of odor quality is
generally found to be consistent across odorant concen-
tration, leading to the conclusion that temporal patterns in
individual cells should not be able to code odor quality by
themselves [111]. In rats, the transformation of the
chemosensory input into relative levels of activity by the
olfactory bulb appears to be critical to allow for concen-
tration-invariant perception of most odors, and we have
suggested that short-axon cells in the glomerular layer
transform glomerular input into a normalized response by
suppressing mitral cell activity throughout the bulb to an
extent reflecting the average level of glomerular input
[133]. Indeed, the presence of relative differences in glo-
merular response may be critical for the olfactory bulb to
carry any information about odor. When about 95% of the
olfactory sensory neurons of mice were made to express
the same odorant receptor, a ligand for that receptor evoked
strong responses across the entire bulb, but the animals
showed no evidence of perceiving the odor without a dif-
ferential glomerular response [134].
When an ensemble of about 100 projection neurons in
locusts was analyzed, temporal progressions allowed
intensity-independent classifications of odor quality, pre-
sumably because different neurons displayed their
intensity-dependent changes at different odorant concen-
trations. In this experiment, individual 50-ms time bins
were able to classify odorants correctly with respect to
quality independently of intensity, and peak success
occurred very quickly (\300 ms), suggesting that virtually
all of the temporal progression was unnecessary for
effective classification [117]. In other words, when slow
temporal dynamics were essentially eliminated, the
experimenter could still accurately predict the odorant
concentration from the differential response of a large
number of neurons. The data therefore lend support to the
idea of an identity code rather than a temporal code for
odor concentration, since the olfactory information was
critically dependent on the activation of specific neurons,
rather than slowly evolving temporal responses.
Even without considering temporal patterns, different
researchers might disagree on how many receptors,
glomeruli, and projection neurons are involved in the
perception of each individual odorant. Nearly all
researchers agree that most olfactory stimuli, including
pure odorant chemicals, are represented by activity origi-
nating in multiple receptor types, but their notions range
from a combinatorial code involving a limited number of
types to a more highly distributed representation involving
nearly all neurons equally at each level of olfactory pro-
cessing. In the experiment regarding odorant intensity in
the locust, subsets of as few as ten projection neurons could
be used to get [75% accuracy of classification, provided
that the ‘‘right’’ ten neurons were considered [117]. The
sets of ten neurons that were identified as potentially
bearing correct information in that study were selected
randomly, but it would be interesting to consider whether
those neurons would turn out to be the ones most directly
associated with the most activated glomeruli. The data used
to support a notion of a temporal code so far seems instead
to offer strong support for an identity code for odor quality.
Receptors necessarily respond similarly to molecularly
similar odorants due to the electrical and steric interactions
between odorant ligands and protein binding sites. It has
been suggested that the function of the antennal lobe or
olfactory bulb is to decorrelate responses so that even very
similar odorants can be given the most distinct central
representations [14]. The circuitry of the antennal lobe or
olfactory bulb has been proposed to accomplish that task
by distributing differential activity across numerous
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projection neurons so that the entire ensemble has a tem-
poral activity pattern that maximally distinguishes all
odorants from each other, even those odorants that
resemble one another chemically [14, 113, 115, 116, 135].
The activity of particular neurons in this ensemble is not
considered to be important to the new representation.
Instead, activity across the projection neuron ensemble is
thought to create a new ‘‘representational space’’ in which
each ‘‘odor’’ is nearly equally distant from all other odors,
as opposed to the ‘‘stimulus space’’ that is constituted by
the odorant chemicals themselves, where similarities in
structure create local response clusters that would be
associated with poorer perceptual discrimination [14]. In
this view, the now re-coded information, which should be
less correlated with odorant chemistry, then is passed on to
Kenyon cells, which are the targets in the mushroom body
of the antennal lobe projection neurons [14]. The Kenyon
cells are proposed to generate a ‘‘sparsened’’ version of this
code wherein fewer odorants stimulate each cell than was
the case for the projection neurons. Again, it is proposed
that the differences in the signals evoked between all
odorants in the mushroom body should be equally
maximized.
If this scenario were true, then Kenyon cells should be
much less activated by related odorant chemicals than are
sensory neurons. However, the published examples of
activity in locust Kenyon cells or their targets across a
panel of related odorant chemicals show apparent evidence
of similar responses to closely related odorant chemicals,
just as would be observed for receptors or glomeruli of the
rat olfactory bulb. In one report, a Kenyon cell responded
best to 1-octanol, with overlapping responses to 1-heptanol,
a closely related alcohol, and with slightly lesser responses
to other related alcohols, 1-hexanol and 1-cis-3-hexen-1-ol
[99]. The cell also responded to aldehydes such as octanal
and nonanal of similar chain length to the alcohols, but not
to various ketones, mint, cherry, or a nitrile. This response
profile is quite similar to that seen in the vertebrate
olfactory bulb, where responses also are clearly related to
odorant chemistry [6, 136–140]. Indeed, even locust beta-
lobe neurons, which receive input from the Kenyon cells,
show evidence of the same type of overlapping responses
to similar odorants (pentanol [ hexanol [ octanol) [141])
that are seen in rodent receptors and glomeruli [136–140].
Very similar observations can be made regarding responses
of Kenyon cells in fruit flies, which respond to pairs of
ethyl esters that are neighbors in homologous series or to
aliphatic alcohols and aldehydes of similar carbon number
[142], response profiles quite similar to those of individual
odorant receptors recorded from specific sensory neurons
in fruit fly antennae [143].
The molecular receptive ranges of these insect mush-
room body neurons therefore suggest that responses have
not been so much decorrelated as they have been filtered,
isolating the olfactory signal from the noise in the antennal
lobe activity, and relaying to the Kenyon cells a sparse,
probably tuned activity profile that appears to reflect spe-
cifically activated receptors and glomeruli surprisingly
well. In other words, the circuitry may identify a smaller
subset of projection neurons that efficiently represent the
odorant with a greatly elevated response above the low-
level background responses that may be recorded in ran-
domly selected neurons during odorant presentations. It is
our hope that observations such as these might motivate a
formal study of the relationships between stimulus and
response at various levels in a variety of organisms, espe-
cially between sensory neurons and Kenyon cells.
Ultimately, we think it will be necessary to characterize
which projection neuron responses are actually responsible
for the Kenyon cell activity. The mathematical evidence
for sparsening between antennal lobe neurons and Kenyon
cells may simply indicate that too many antennal lobe
neurons were being included in the analyses, given both the
arbitrarily located recordings of neurons at that stage and
the liberal definition of a response.
Systematic studies of stimulus and response in which
neurons have not been selected randomly for recording
have recently been conducted in fruit flies at the olfactory
sensory neuron and antennal lobe levels. When postsyn-
aptic activity in projection neurons was monitored using
optical imaging of Ca2? signals, activity profiles were
found to be very similar to those observed upon imaging
presynaptic glomerular responses [9, 59]. However, when
responses of projection neurons were recorded using
electrophysiology and were broadly defined to include late
changes in activity, responses were concluded to be unre-
lated to glomerular activity, although weak correlations
arose when only the first 100 ms of the response was
considered [113]. The difference in result from that of the
optical imaging studies was attributed to dissociation
between postsynaptic Ca2? signals and action potentials
[113]. However, in a later electrophysiological study
involving more glomeruli, a median correlation coefficient
(r) of 0.84 was found to describe the relationship between
projection neuron and glomerular activity [63]. These data
seem to us to be an impressively high correlation that
provides support for an identity code, despite the rare
mismatches in activity between glomeruli and projection
neurons. It should be noted that the correlation coefficients
revealed in such studies depend in part on the choice of
odorants—a different result would be obtained if one of the
relevant receptors responds to groups of related odorants in
the chosen panel than if the receptors only respond to a few
of the odorants. If the most effective odorants are omitted
from the panel, then the results may not be particularly
meaningful. One also should distinguish between a truly
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broad responsiveness and what may be better thought of as
narrow tuning to more than one class of odorant, which in
turn might suggest interesting experiments about special
interactions between particular odorants. In any case, it
seems apparent that the more odorants that are studied
across many identified neurons at different levels in the
system, the better our understanding of the specificity of
the neurons to olfactory cues.
As a more direct test of the importance of individual
receptors and glomeruli to the perception of odors in fruit
flies, innate preferences for the pheromone cis-vaccenyl
acetate and the nonpheromonal odorant geranyl acetate were
tested in flies with genetic ablations of receptors that were
narrowly tuned to each of these odorants [144]. In both
cases, the spontaneous behavioral responses to the odorants
were blocked by ablating just the corresponding single
receptor, revealing a critical involvement of individual
receptors in these odor-guided responses [144]. An essential
involvement of a single receptor certainly would not be
consistent with a highly distributed code wherein all neurons
are equally important. Rather, a simple identity code would
be supported by such data, despite previous observations of
other receptors that are activated by geranyl acetate and
despite responses by projection neurons associated with the
deleted receptor’s glomerulus to odorant chemicals unre-
lated to geranyl acetate. Speculation regarding a broadly
responsive ensemble representation depending on temporal
information rather than the identity of the activated neurons
does not seem necessary to explain the results.
Research on other simple behavioral responses in other
model species also has supported a special importance of
individual receptors or sensory neurons as tested by tar-
geted ablation. The V glomerulus is vital to carbon dioxide
avoidance in fruit flies [145], the odr-10 receptor gene has
special involvement in diacetyl-guided chemotaxis in the
roundworm (Caenorhabditis elegans) [146], and a single
sensory neuron is important for chemotactic responses to
several other odorants in C. elegans [147]. These results
strongly support an identity code in which particular neu-
rons carry the information about the odorants that are
involved in the specific behaviors.
In rodents, it is clear that multiple receptors and
glomeruli are involved in the response to most odorant
chemicals. For one thing, there are groups of distinct
receptor genes that code for receptor proteins of related
specificity [137], and sensory neurons expressing these
related receptors project to neighboring glomeruli in the
olfactory bulb to form response domains or modules that
respond to related odorants [2, 3]. Many odorants have
several distinct molecular features that bind to distinct sets
of receptors; a single odorant can activate one group of
receptors whose specificity is related to the odorant’s
functional group as well as activating a distinct group of
receptors whose specificity is related to the odorant’s
hydrocarbon structure [3, 136–140]. Because the corre-
sponding glomeruli are contained within distinct domains
of the olfactory bulb, the activity can occur as an ensemble
involving a few clusters of glomeruli.
Kobayakawa et al. [148] determined how the loss of
specific glomeruli in the mouse could affect the perception
of specific odors. They developed mutant mice in which
specific olfactory sensory neurons that project to the dorsal
aspect of the olfactory bulb were eliminated by targeted
expression of the diphtheria toxin gene. They found that
these mice did not display their normal innate responses to
the aversive odorants that normally evoke responses in that
area [148]. These data constitute additional strong and
direct support for the notion of an identity code.
The scattered distribution of areas of focal activation
can explain how odor detection and discrimination between
other odorants can be remarkably resistant to physical
ablation of large parts of the bulb [149, 150]. The bulbar
ablation studies have not shown the result predicted by a
highly distributed ensemble code—the lesions do not cause
a gradual loss of olfactory abilities that is proportional to
the amount of bulb removed. In fact, the remaining abilities
actually suggest a very special involvement of the spared
areas. Indeed, the spared areas invariably contained suffi-
cient focal responses to allow well-trained rats to make
olfactory discriminations between the odorants. It is also
relevant that the apparatus used to determine the efficacy of
olfactory function in these animals may allow discrimina-
tions to occur without the use of olfactory cues (see
reference [3] for a detailed discussion of these data).
Indeed, mice in which 95% of olfactory sensory neurons
express a single gene had largely normal olfactory
responses when tested in this apparatus, while they
appeared to be virtually anosmic when tested in two other
behavioral paradigms [134]. It is also the case that rats can
perform discriminations in this apparatus after their olfac-
tory bulbs are completely removed [151].
In a related test of identity coding, fruit flies expressing
only a single functional Or83b-coupled receptor type in
their olfactory sensory neurons were found to be capable of
discriminating pairs of odorants that stimulate that receptor
[152]. This receptor was not stimulated by all odorants, so
that fruit flies require more than one receptor to detect and
discriminate a full range of odorants. Nevertheless, these
data present obvious questions for both an identity code
and a temporal code. Intact flies may normally use an
identity code to identify and discriminate all odors, given
that an individual odorant commonly stimulates more than
one receptor type, and yet the flies may be able to com-
pensate for the loss of the normal information by using
alternative, temporal cues. The proposal that these flies use
temporal information would be strengthened considerably
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through a demonstration that the single odorant receptor in
fact generated differential temporal responses for different
odorants. It also will be important to determine if Or83b-
independent families of olfactory receptors in flies might
contribute to discrimination (as opposed to detection) of
the tested odorants [153].
Temporal issues in other coding scenarios
The timing of signals in the olfactory system is probably of
great importance, even if temporal patterns themselves do
not carry information about odor quality. Once attention
turns to a characterization of how odorants affect actual
animal behaviors, we can hope to gain a better under-
standing of the significance of response timing. Potential
factors include temporal ‘‘binding’’ and coincidence
detection to enhance signals over noise and to unite
responses both to different components of mixtures and to
distinct features of individual odorants [154, 155]. Con-
veying the strength of a signal from one level of processing
to another, whether as a firing rate (action potentials
arriving within a temporally summed window), or as a
delay between action potentials and some reference time
such as a respiratory rhythm [156], seems by definition to
involve a temporal code. Indeed, a relative latency-based
coding system in the retina for detecting a visual signal at
various levels of contrast has recently been shown to have
advantages over coding schemes based on rates of action
potentials [157]. Another particularly convincing example
of how response timing can convey specialized information
in olfaction is the determination of odorant location by
using time differences in the arrival of odorant stimuli at
each rat naris [158].
Summary
The critical importance of specific neurons in the process
of olfactory perception has been demonstrated repeatedly
in the data that have been published to this point. Elim-
ination of even a single receptor can suppress olfactory-
guided behavior toward a specific odorant, and con-
versely, electrical microstimulation of specific neurons in
the system can evoke different olfactory-guided behav-
iors. On the other hand, the dominant notions of temporal
coding have not been well supported by the available
data. To advance this field, we suggest that proposals
regarding olfactory coding be tested using perceptually
driven behavior, rather than information optimization as
its starting point. Furthermore, any notion of temporal
coding should also be constrained by the minimum time
used by the system to support olfactory perception, and
this parameter should be characterized in each olfactory
system that is being studied. In addition, one should be
able to impose on the system what is thought to be the
temporal signal using microstimulation and thereby evoke
an olfactory-guided behavior. Conversely, suppression of
what is thought to be the critical temporal signal without
the suppression of other neural processes that are involved
in olfactory processing should suppress olfactory-guided
behavior. When such experiments are completed for
current notions of temporal coding, as they have been for
current notions of identity coding, we will be better able
to evaluate the importance of any temporal aspect of the
processed signal in the olfactory system of a particular
species in the production of a particular olfactory
behavior. As it stands, however, much of the data that
purports to support temporal coding in olfaction either is
inconsistent with those hypotheses or actually supports an
identity code for olfaction.
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